
Welcome
Call the Director of
FCPA at any time:
07920 725725

Email your feedback 
or queries: 

fcpa@fda.uk.net

Please note: You have
received this eNewsletter
because you have already
had some professional
contact with us and have
opted to receive it. Your data
is a precious asset, which
FCPA will safeguard. We only
hold data that we use – your
name and email address –
and we will not share it or use
it for any other purpose. You
can unsubscribe at any time.
Our full privacy policy is here.
Thank you.
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The 22 staff members received their rewards at a presentation event in central
London, with Redd Pepper as FCPA’s special guest. One of the UK’s most prolific
voiceover artists, Redd is best known as 'Mr Movie Trailer Man' from the sheer
number of forthcoming releases he has trailed. He addressed the audience with his
instantly recognisable, uniquely powerful voice and handed out all the rewards.

The recipients convened from as
far afield as Edinburgh, Newcastle
and Plymouth. There were
employees from Odeon,
Cineworld, Vue, Showcase and
Empire cinemas. Each was given a
batch of books and DVDs together
with their financial
reward and 
a signed
certificate. 

Collectively they represented 17 incidents, 11 of which were
attended by local police. Their successful efforts helped to protect
UK releases including Avengers: Endgame, X-Men: Dark Phoenix,
Instant Family, Secret Life of Pets 2 and Shazam!

Vigilant members of staff from cinemas
across the UK were formally recognised
and rewarded in July for their recent work
in deterring or disrupting film piracy.

Our latest rewards event
spiced up by Redd Pepper

3 July 2019: vigilant cinema staff at FCPA’s presentation event in London with Redd Pepper and Simon Brown (FCPA)
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ARRESTS MADE
FOLLOWING
RECENT UK
INVESTIGATIONS

Two suspects were identified by FCPA
during thorough investigations at both
cinemas. In May, both suspects were
arrested by officers from the Police
Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU),
who seized from
their homes a range
of items for forensic
examination
including
smartphones 
and computers.
Enquiries are
continuing. 

Cinemas in this area had not previously
been involved in such high-impact
cases. They serve as a reminder
that film-source piracy remains a
constant, unpredictable threat.  

Please contact FCPA
if you are interested in
some complimentary anti-
piracy awareness-training
for your cinema staff – it
can be tailored to your
needs. You may also use
our new training podcast 
– please see below.

Earlier this year, infringing
‘camcorded’ versions of 5 current
films were found online in the early
days of theatrical release. Specialist
digital forensics traced them back
to cinemas in Peterborough and
nearby Kettering.
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SPRING INTO ACTION WITHFCPA!

MULTI-AGENCY ENFORCEMENT
ACTIVITY RAMPS UP
FCPA continues to work closely with law enforcement throughout the
UK and Ireland to investigate and prosecute cases involving copyright-
infringing internet streaming devices (ISDs), DVDs and Blu-rays.

We are happy to report that there have been several significant
successes in recent months. They include IPTV enforcement actions
in the Dundee, Renfrew and Lanark areas of Scotland. As a result,
numerous infringing websites and IPTV services have been closed
down (and not reappeared).

Other investigations in Yorkshire, London, Lincolnshire and Londonderry
have led to the seizure of thousands of fake discs (examples below).

Links between film piracy and organised crime remain all too
visible. Recently for example, in a complex multi-agency operation
in Northern Ireland, a vast quantity of counterfeit DVDs was seized
alongside huge amounts of cash, counterfeit tobacco and firearms.

Recent seizures of counterfeit DVDs and Blu-rays

In April 2019, given a diverse cluster of films opening
first in the UK or day & date with international markets,
FCPA launched an 8-week ‘Spring into Action’

trade campaign.

Cinema staff, on whose
engagement and vigilance we
depend, were entered into an
extra prize draw if they
successfully used the ‘best
practice’ resources on FCPA’s
website during the campaign
period. More than 6,500
individual staff members did
so – thank you.

The positive impacts of the campaign included a
surge in reports of disrupted illegal recording activities,
supporting increased awareness and vigilance. 

24 incidents were reported in the 8 weeks. 
Many were attended and dealt with by local police.
Most importantly, no infringing versions of films 
were sourced from a UK cinema during this period.

Thank you again to all the cinema staff who
participated in the initiative,
and for your on-going support. 

Congratulations to our 
‘Spring into Action’
prizewinners (left and below),
who each received
amazon.com vouchers, from: 

1. Cineworld Ashton-Under-Lyne
2. Genesis London
3. Cineworld Rushden Lakes

FCPA’STRAININGPODCAST

AVAILABLE FROM
THIS SUMMER

FCPA has just produced a
short (approx 5 minutes)
training podcast,
highlighting generic best
practice in preventing
and/or dealing with film theft
and copyright infringement.

It is freely available to
cinema managers in the
UK and Ireland to use as a
video presentation during
staff meetings, or to refresh
and enhance your on-going
anti-piracy training. 

PLEASE CONTACT FCPA FOR FURTHER
DETAILS AND TO ACCESS THE PODCAST
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